FINE   (WINDING.
23<>
size is the material passed by the stamps through wire screens containing nine holes to the square inch, the diameter of the aperture being 0*27 incli^ With coarser particles the weight of the falling pebbles is insufficient to crush them ; with liner particles the energy is partly wasted. The greater the diameter of the mill and the larger the pebbles, the coarser the feed, may be. F. (-. Brown * gives a diameter of 4 feet inside the liners as suitable for a tube mill intended to treat battery pulp which has been passed through a, 6-mesh screen. He recommends smaller diameters for finer feeds. The fineness of the product depends on the length of the mill, a short mill giving a, granular product and a long mill giving slimed ore. At Broken Hill a -i x 13 feet mill grinds tailing which has passed through JO-mesh, reducing the proportion of -| -lO-mesh material from 60 to 10 per cent. Brown considers that two short mills in tandem with a classifier bet-ween them will do better work than one mill equal in length to the short mills combined. Short: mills, however, are not considered suit-able to the conditions on the Rand.
The amount of moisture in the pulp varies with the nature of the ore and other conditions, and usually amounts to about -10 per cent, (see below,]). 2-13). In dry tube milling a. small per centage of moisture is very injurious, I per cent, of moisture reducing the capacitv in certain cases by one-half.2
A section of i\\utfmitl(h-l)(tri(lsen Mil! is shown in Fig. JOG, which is from a drawing made bv "the Cyanide Plant; Supply Company. It mav be seen that the feed is through the hollow trunnion, but, the discharge is through a grating near the periphery. In other mills the discharge, like the feed, is central. Tube mills of the saint* type at Waihi are shown in Fig. 1.07.
The Krtt.pp Tube Mill11 shown in Kig. 108 is a longitudinal section of a mill For dry crushing ; Fig. 101) is a plan of the mill, and Fig. 110 a cross section of the tube or drum, showing the. discharge apertures at c-. The drum is 1-2 metres (:* feet, 11 j. inches) in diameter, and f> metres (1(» feet f» inches) long, inside measurement-, and revolves at, the rate of 21) revolutions per minute. The drum consists of sheet iron 12 nun. (,\f; inch) thick, has cast-steel ends, and is lined with hard cast-iron plates. The grinding balls are introduced
1   Brown, J/////. and ,SV/. /V*-.s.v, p.U'J, 104, '2<)<J; Mhnrnl
2  Dnnmt, KI\H. and Mn<t. ./., 1012, 94, 111.    Mimi'til //m/Mo-//, r.n^. t»  -j;
3  From description by II. Kiwrhor in Jfvitm'h. fV. tlutt. /m/., Man-lfl?!;   I'M
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